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Beautiful Headband by Little Sunshine Designs!

http://vaagenfamily.blogspot.com/2010/12/beautiful-headband-by-little-sunshine.html

I LOVE HAIR DECOR!!!As a matter of fact, some hair barrettes were the very first review I ever had for my blogsite!Little Sunshine Design sent me an absolutely

BEAUTIFUL hair band to review for Christmas this year!? The hair band looks as if it were designed by an artist.? This is not your average piece of ribbon that has

been hot glued around a piece of plastic.? This hair band consists of soft elastic, faux pearls, a feather, and a flower!? Take a look at this gorgeous hair band on my

daughter!I really love all of Little Sunshine Design's hair pieces, because there is something to go with EVERYTHING!? Her pieces range fron dainty to attention

grabbing, and all look to be made with care!Look at some of these pieces on her site!Please visit her shop today, and enter below to WIN a hair bow/band of your

own!To enter, please do any or all of the following items. The "Mandatory" item(s) must be completed before getting any additional credits from the "Optional for

Extra Credit" section.Mandatory:• Visit the? Little Sunshine Design? Etsy site by clicking HERE, and leave a comment (BE SURE to include? your email address in

case you win!!? Sometimes, people never get their prize, because I can't find their email address!!) telling me what you love the most! Optional for Extra Credit:•

Subscribe to this blog HERE, and comment that you do.• Follow this blog HERE, and comment that you do.• Post about this giveaway on your blog, and comment

with a link to the post!• Become a fan of this blog on Facebook by clicking HERE, and comment that you do.• Email this contest out to your friends, and copy me on

it at vaagen@bellsouth.net ? • Follow me on Twitter? HERE and ReTweet THIS.? ? Comment below that you did! You can retweet this contest every day for extra

entries- simply leave a comment each time you tweet!• Invite friends to follow Mingle Over Mocha on Facebook, and comment that you did!The winner will be

chosen by random drawing on http://www.random.org/integers/ on December 20th at 6pm.Thank you to? Little Sunshine Design? for donating the free hairband for

my review!! I was not compensated monetarily for this review, or for any reviews or giveaways on my blog site. All reviews are provided after I receive a free or

donated product from the publisher, manufacturer, or PR company. Reviews are written from an unbiased point of view. Only business relationships exist with those

who provide products for review. The Author of Mingle Over Mocha is not responsible for your difference in opinion or happiness with this product, or your safety

when using this product. Thank you for coming to Mingle Over Mocha with Anna!
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